Brexit, Climate Change and Trump’s Presidency Point to the End Times, According to the Bible

Ernie Hasler releases “What’s Happening to Our World?” to point out signs the Second Coming is upon the world

GLASGOW, Scotland (PRWEB) February 14, 2019 -- Billions of people around the world are asking themselves the question, “What’s happening in our world?” Now, author Ernie Hasler has set out to answer that very question, delving into the biblical prophecy unfolding in front of our very eyes and its implications for society today.

Hasler’s new book, “What’s Happening to Our World? The Old Order is Collapsing” testifies to the fact that, as the Bible predicted, the old order is making way for the return of Yeshua in the Second Coming—all we must do is turn on the television to witness this happening.

Hasler points to phenomena such as Brexit, climate change, the election of Trump to the American presidency and the ongoing war between Israel and Palestine. Hasler also proves, through extensive biblical references, how our current state of affairs parallels the Second Coming as described in the bible.

“I hope the book teaches readers how to walk the narrow path to becoming protected against the terrible woes to come,” Hasler said. “Yahweh’s Salvation is coming and it is important for us to keep his Commandments as he taught them.”

The U.S. Review describes “What’s Happening to Our World?”: “People seeking a biblical interpretation of the seismic events taking place in the world today will be rewarded by Hasler’s analysis. He is straightforward in his approach and is not weighed down in scholarly ambitions or sophisticated theology.”

“What’s Happening to Our World? The Old Order Is Collapsing”
By Ernie Hasler
ISBN: 9781546294917 (softcover); 9781546294900 (hardcover)
Available at the AuthorHouseOnline Bookstore, Amazon and Barnes & Noble

About the author
Ernie Hasler started working as an apprentice engineer with the Ministry of Defense at Royal Ordnance in Scotland at the age of 16 and enjoyed a long career focused in environmental affairs. In his spare time, he ran a small charity Plant Tree Save Planet starting women’s tree nurseries in poor countries, mostly funded by himself and his two sisters. Year after year, he continues to fund tree planting through Trees for the Future and in 2016 funded the planting of over 20,000 trees. His ambition is to fund the planting of 100,000 trees in his lifetime. Hasler has been a voluntary trustee with Emmaus Glasgow for 21 years helping to take it from an aspirational concept to a functioning community of up to 27 previously homeless people. Emmaus Glasgow now also match his tree planting funding. 75 years of experience has taught him that supporting people with special needs on positive pathways is much more productive than punitive sanctions. To learn more about Hasler please visit https://www.erniehaslerbooks.com.
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